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Abstract
Variations of target appearance such as deformations, illumina-
tion variance, occlusion, etc., are the major challenges of visual
object tracking that negatively impact the performance of a
tracker. An effective method to tackle these challenges is tem-
plate update, which updates the template to reflect the change
of appearance in the target object during tracking. However,
with template updates, inadequate quality of new templates
or inappropriate timing of updates may induce a model drift
problem, which severely degrades the tracking performance.
Here, we propose BackTrack, a robust and reliable method to
quantify the confidence of the candidate template by backward
tracking it on the past frames. Based on the confidence score of
candidates from BackTrack, we can update the template with
a reliable candidate at the right time while rejecting unreliable
candidates. BackTrack is a generic template update scheme and
is applicable to any template-based trackers. Extensive experi-
ments on various tracking benchmarks verify the effectiveness
of BackTrack over existing template update algorithms, as it
achieves SOTA performance on various tracking benchmarks.

Introduction
Visual Object Tracking (VOT) is one of the fundamental
computer vision tasks which aims to identify and locate the
target object in a sequence of frames. Once the target is
specified in the initial frame, the tracker finds the position of
the target in the current frame, for example with a bounding
box, and then finds the matching object in the consecutive
frames. VOT is an essential task in various computer vision
applications such as autonomous driving, video surveillance
systems, and auto focusing cameras for video recording.

Earlier deep trackers (Li et al. 2018, 2019; Bertinetto
et al. 2016) were mostly based on convolutional neural
networks, but with the recent advent of multi-head self-
attention (Vaswani et al. 2017), Transformer-based trackers
are receiving increasing attentions due to their superior per-
formance(Lin et al. 2021; Zhao, Okada, and Inaba 2021; Zhu
et al. 2021; Cui et al. 2022; Ye et al. 2022). Both type of
trackers extract the deep features from the target object at
the initial frame, which is called a template. The features are
extracted from the search frames which we want to find the
target in. Then, the features from the template and search
frames are cross-correlated to find the location of the target
in each frame. Although these architectural advancements
have resulted in significant performance improvements in the
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Figure 1: Variations of tracking performance (AUC, Area
Under the Curve) according to the different template up-
date cycles 𝑁 in LaSOT (Fan et al. 2019). Compared to the
performance without template update (black dashed line),
BackTrack, in short BT, consistently improves the perfor-
mance of the trackers (Yan et al. 2021a; Cui et al. 2022; Ye
et al. 2022) across all values of 𝑁 (bottom) while the previous
template update methods show either less effective or even
degradation in performance (top).

object tracking task, the models are still prone to incorrect
tracking due to target appearance changes, illumination varia-
tion, occlusion of the target object, and presence of similar
distractors.

Such temporal variances of the target make it challenging
to match the target in later frames to the template, which
necessitates an occasional update for the recent appearance
of the target with the most recent appearance. This process is
called template update. Several methods (Yan et al. 2021a;
Liu et al. 2022; Cui et al. 2022; Zhou et al. 2021) have been
proposed recently. These trackers select additional online
template by learning a separate verifier, called confidence
head. The head predicts the score that is used to decide
whether the current prediction of the target is appropriate as
a new template or not. If the candidate template from the
current prediction scores sufficiently high, the tracker replaces
the outdated online template with the most recent appearance.

Particularly, a template update is required more frequently
and accurately as the object tracking difficulty increases.
However, most template update models have less than perfect
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Figure 2: How can we decide whether to update the template or not? (a) Left: should the template be updated by the current
prediction (blue box)? Most of the current template update methods might answer ‘Yes’ because the original template (black) and
the current prediction have very similar appearance. Right: When we track the object of current prediction in a time-reversed
manner (blue arrows), the prediction at the first frame does not match the original target, and thus the template update should
be rejected. (b) Since the resulting bounding box of backward tracking highly overlaps that of the original target, the current
prediction can replace the outdated template.

performance and intermittent, inaccurate template updates
could lead to suboptimal templates that could severely de-
grade the performance such as model drift (Huang, Yu, and
Xu 2019). As shown in Fig. 1 (1st row), frequent update
of template update even degrades the performance due to
inaccurate template updates and as a result, the performance
of template update becomes highly dependent on hyperpa-
rameter tuning. Therefore, the existing methods update the
template rarely (Zhang et al. 2019; Yan et al. 2021a; Zhang,
Wang, and Liang 2022) or select the best template from
multiple template candidates obtained over a period (Cui
et al. 2022). Although this approach may reduce inaccurate
template updates, it also does not sufficiently improve the
performance of the tracker.

The performance of an object tracker critically depends on
the success of the template update, and the focus of this work
is to come up with an effective and reliable template update
strategy. How can we then determine whether a candidate is
beneficial or detrimental as a new template? Existing template
update methods only consider the appearance, or feature-wise
similarity of the candidate template to the previous template
(Figure 2, left). However, this could fail when there exists
a distractor with a large appearance similarity to the target.
This is mainly because we only consider the appearance of
the objects at the current video frame while disregarding their
past trajectories.

We tackle this challenge in updating the template of a
tracker with an intuitive idea: backtrack the past frames with
the candidate as the template by going backward in time
(Figure 2, right). If the candidate is a correct template, the
tracklet from the backward tracking should highly overlap
with its forward tracklet (Fig. 2, bottom right), in which case
we may safely update the template with it, and if not (black,
Fig. 2, top right), the candidate should be rejected.

Our BackTrack (Backward Tracking of candidate template)
is a generic algorithm that can enhance the performance of
any base trackers by making the template update to be more
reliable and robust, by preventing incorrect template updates.
A potential drawback of this approach is that it requires
additional computations, but we tackle this by proposing a
fast, lightweight tracker since backward tracking does not
have to be extremely accurate. The experimental validation
verifies the effectiveness of our BackTrack, as it obtains state-
of-the-art performance on various tracking benchmarks. Our
contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a robust template update method, called Back-

Track, which evaluates a template by tracking the template
backward in time and comparing the resulting backtrack-
ing trajectory with the forward tracking trajectory.

• Our BackTrack is generally applicable to any trackers, and
we further propose a lightweight backward tracker and
an early termination scheme for efficient backtracking in
real-time applications.

• BackTrack achieves state-of-the-art performance with
real-time speed in various tracking benchmarks: LaSOT,
TrackingNet (Muller et al. 2018), and GOT-10k (Huang,
Zhao, and Huang 2019) in terms of robustness and more
frequent updates.

Related Work
Modern deep trackers
The Siamese network-based tracking method (Bertinetto et al.
2016; Li et al. 2018; Zhang, Wang, and Liang 2022) shows
a significant improvement in performance compared to the
previously used correlation filter-based tracker. However, it
localizes a target by relying on correlation based on simple



operations. Thus, it is vulnerable to distractors and is disad-
vantageous. Recently, attention-based transformers (Vaswani
et al. 2017; Dosovitskiy et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2021) have
been adopted for vision tasks. Consequently, many tracking
methods (Zhao, Okada, and Inaba 2021; Yan et al. 2021a;
Chen et al. 2021) have replaced the correlation to transform-
ers. In addition, SwinTrack (Lin et al. 2021) adopted the
Swin-Transformer (Liu et al. 2021) as a backbone instead of
CNN and Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017). Transformer
is effective for feature fusion as it is capable of long-term
dependency. Additionally, it is more robust in representation
learning than the CNN-based backbone and significantly
improves the performance.

Recently, the multi-staged pipeline of conventional trackers
was simplified by unifying the process of feature extraction
and target information integration. With a unified framework,
target-specific feature extraction is possible and improved
correlation can be expected. MixFormer (Cui et al. 2022)
proposed a Mixed Attention Module for simultaneous feature
extraction and target information integration. OSTrack (Ye
et al. 2022) proposed the one-stream method by concatenating
the patch queries from the template the search. The feature of
the search frame is extracted adaptively to the template.

Template update
STARK-ST (Yan et al. 2021a) utilizes an additional confidence
head based on the similarity between the templates and new
candidate template. Likewise, MixFormer (Cui et al. 2022)
yields a similarity score of the candidate template from each
frame in a given interval and choose the one with best score
as a new online template. Specifically, STARK-ST outputs
the confidence score every 𝑁-th frame and decides whether to
update the template or not by comparing the score with a given
threshold. Contrarily, MixFormer calculates the confidence
score for every frame and stores the pairs of candidates and
their corresponding confidence score. For every 𝑁-th frame,
among the 𝑁 pairs of the templates and scores, the candidate
template with the best confidence score is chosen to as the new
template. Consequently, hyper-parameter 𝑁 which represents
the period of template update affects performance in both
trackers. Moreover, these types of algorithms still suffer from
discriminating unsuitable templates such as distractors as they
are based on the frame-by-frame feature comparison. Further,
the template will not be updated if it is drastically different
from the original template, even though the candidate is the
right prediction of the target object.

Some other types of template update use Reinforcement
Learning (RL), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), etc. (Sun
et al. 2020; Yang and Chan 2018; Zhang, Wang, and Liang
2022), to choose reliable templates. These methods require
additional modules including learnable parameters for tem-
plate updates. In addition, as the template update is decided
by the module, the update quality depends on the module’s
performance which shares the limitation with other template
update methods (Yan et al. 2021a; Cui et al. 2022). As shown
in Fig. 3 left, these kinds of method including STARK & Mix-
Former predict the score of similarity between the templates
and a candidate from the search based on the extracted deep
features. However, the proposed method make a decision of

Figure 3: Comparison of template update mechanisms pre-
sented in previous works (left) and BackTrack (right). The
previous models predict the score according to the deep
feature input by the confidence head, which was trained for
binary classification. The proposed algorithm quantifies the
intersection over union (IOU)-based score using the bounding
boxes to decide whether the candidate template should be
accepted or rejected.

template update quantitatively based on the comparison of
forward & backward tracklets with IOU score (Fig. 3 right).

Revisiting backward track
Tracking backward, a pivotal concept in numerous visual
tracking applications, has demonstrated its utility in diverse
type of applications including tracker optimization as a
regularization constraints (Wu et al. 2007), the detection
of tracking failures (Kalal, Mikolajczyk, and Matas 2010),
and self-supervised/unsupervised learning methodologies for
pseudo labeling or consistency loss for training the deep
models (Wang et al. 2019; Yuan, Wang, and Chen 2020; Yuan
et al. 2020; Bastani, He, and Madden 2021; Wang, Jabri, and
Efros 2019). Here, to enforce the concept of cycle-consistency
for self-supervised/unsupervised manner, video segmenta-
tion/tracking proceed on unlabeled frames and come back
to the labelled starting frame to calculate the loss of the
segmentation/tracking results.

Compared to these studies, the proposed method is the first
attempt to apply the backward tracking concept for template
update for template-based visual object tracker at the test
time. The concept of cycle-consistency was only used in
the training phase. By contrast, the proposed method uses
the backward tracking only in the test phase. The cycle-
consistency loss only focuses on how to generate a pseudo-
label to compute the proper loss function without sufficient
ground-truth labels. Therefore, their backward tracking is
no longer useful in the test phase. On the other hand, the
proposed method does not use backward tracking in the
training phase. BackTrack focuses on the strategy of online
template update for a robust visual object tracking. This
exploiting cycle-consistency at test time to check for the
reliability of the candidate template for template-based visual
object tracker is highly novel idea and the proposed method
is considerably different from the previous methods with a
backward tracking (Yuan, Wang, and Chen 2020; Yuan et al.
2020; Bastani, He, and Madden 2021; Wang, Jabri, and Efros
2019).



Figure 4: Flow and mechanism of Backward tracking

Proposed Method
In this section, we propose our novel online template update
strategy, BackTrack. The underlying idea is to evaluate each
candidate template by backtracking it and then comparing
its trajectory with the forward tracking trajectory. First, we
explain the forward and backward tracking procedures. Then,
we describe the proposed quantification method for measuring
how good the backward tracklet is. Lastly, we describe how to
enhance the efficiency of the backward tracker for real-time
applications.

Forward tracking
As shown in Fig. 4 top left, the tracker f𝜽 predicts the position
of the target object in the search frame using the given
templates; one is the fixed template z0 from the initial frame
and the other is the online template z′ which is updated
during inference. The tracker f𝜽 can be written as conditional
function of z0 and z′ as follows,

b𝑡 = f𝜽 (x𝑡 ; z0, z′), (1)
where b𝑡 is the output bounding box for 𝑡-th frame and x𝑡 is the
𝑡-th search frame input. The online template z′ is initialized
as z0 before any updates. The search window x𝑡 is defined by
cropping the pre-defined size of ROI using the center of the
previous bounding box prediction. For notational simplicity,
we omit these causality conditions in the later equations.

The tracker proceeds for 𝑁 frames, obtaining the forward
tracklet B𝐹𝑤𝑑

[1,𝑁 ] which is a set of forward bounding boxes,

B𝐹𝑤𝑑
[1,𝑁 ] = [b1, ..., b𝑁 ] = [f𝜽 (x1; z0, z′), ..., f𝜽 (x𝑁 ; z0, z′)] .

where 𝑁 , the number of frames for the cycle of template
update, is a hyperparameter. After tracking 𝑁 frames, we
obtain a new candidate template z∗

𝑁
using the 𝑡-th bounding

box prediction b𝑁 . We then decide whether to update the
template or not using BackTrack , which is described in the
following section.

Backward tracking
BackTrack evaluates the quality of z∗

𝑁
as an online template

by tracking backward using the candidate template z∗
𝑁

as the
initial template replacing the original template z0 as follows:

b𝐵𝑤𝑑
𝑡 = f𝜽 (x𝑡 ; ·, z∗𝑁 ), (2)

where b𝐵𝑤𝑑
𝑡 is the output bounding box for 𝑡-th frame in

backward tracking. The backward tracker goes back in time
by going through the past frames in a reverse order. It yields
a backward tracklet B𝐵𝑤𝑑

[𝑁−1,1] (Fig. 4 bottom right):

B𝐵𝑤𝑑
[𝑁−1,1] = [b𝐵𝑤𝑑

𝑁−1 , ..., b
𝐵𝑤𝑑
1 ]

= [f𝜽 (x𝑁−1; ·, z∗𝑁 ), ..., f𝜽 (x1; ·, z∗𝑁 )] .

Note that B𝐵𝑤𝑑 starts from 𝑁 − 1 because z∗
𝑁

was extracted
from x𝑁 and the tracker f𝜽 shares the weight parameters 𝜽
between the forward pass and the backward pass. BackTrack is
performed at every 𝑁-th frame during the forward tracking.

Quantification of confidence score
The template update of previous works (Yan et al. 2021a; Cui
et al. 2022) are based on the confidence head which simply
compares the similarity between the template and candidates
(Fig. 3). However, we propose a more trustworthy scoring
scheme based on Intersection Over Union (IOU) between
two tracklets, where one is a forward tracklet B𝐹𝑤𝑑

[1,𝑁−1] and
the other is a backward tracklet B𝐵𝑤𝑑

[𝑁−1,1] . There are several
options in how to use the IOU between B𝐹𝑤𝑑

[1,𝑁−1] and B𝐵𝑤𝑑
[𝑁−1,1]

for scoring. We empirically found that the combination of the
following two metrics achieve the best performance.

The first metric is the count of bounding boxes which have
sufficiently large IOU between B𝐹𝑤𝑑

[1,𝑁−1] and B𝐵𝑤𝑑
[𝑁−1,1]∑︁

𝑡=1..𝑁
[𝐼𝑂𝑈 (B𝐹𝑤𝑑

𝑡 ,B𝐵𝑤𝑑
𝑡 ) > 0.5] (3)

where [·] is an indicator function. We consider the case where
𝐼𝑂𝑈 > 0.5 as a hit which we assume that the backward
tracker follows the forward tracklets in the reverse order well.

The second metric is the IOU between the forward predic-
tion b1 and the last backward prediction b𝐵𝑤𝑑

1 (here, 𝜏𝑠=1),

𝐼𝑂𝑈 (B𝐹𝑤𝑑
𝜏𝑠

,B𝐵𝑤𝑑
𝜏𝑠

). (4)

We set the threshold 𝜎𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠, as high as 0.9. and it requires a
new template to be more precise and reliable.



Table 1: Comparison state-of-the-art results on various object tracking benchmarks. The numbers between parenthesis represent
the performance improvement compared to each base tracker without an online template update. (blue: a template update method,
red: the proposed method BackTrack, in short BT). All the performances are reproduced results based on the code and the weights
from each GitHub link.

Method Template
update

LaSOT LaSOT𝑒𝑥𝑡 TrackingNet OTB100 GOT-10k
AUC 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 AUC 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 AUC 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 AUC 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 AO SR0.5 SR0.75

STARK-S No 65.8 75.2 46.7 52.8 80.3 85.1 65.9 80.9 67.2 76.1 61.2
STARK-ST Yes 66.4(0.6▲) 76.3(1.1▲) 47.4(0.7▲) 53.9(1.1▲) 81.3(1.0▲) 86.1(1.0▲) 67.6(1.7▲) 83.5(2.6▲) 68.0(0.8▲) 77.7(1.6▲) 62.3(1.1▲)
STARK-BT Proposed 67.8(2.0▲) 78.1(2.9▲) 49.0(2.3▲) 55.8(3.0▲) 81.4(1.1▲) 86.3(1.2▲) 69.1(3.2▲) 84.7(3.8▲) 69.8(2.6▲) 80.0(3.9▲) 64.5(3.2▲)
MixFormer No 67.9 77.6 50.9 61.6 80.8 85.6 67.6 82.2 69.8 78.9 65.7
MixFormer Yes 69.2(1.3▲) 78.7(1.1▲) 51.0(0.1▲) 61.7(0.1▲) 83.1(2.3▲) 88.1(2.5▲) 70.1 (2.5▲) 86.1(3.9▲) 70.7(0.9▲) 80.0(1.1▲) 67.8(2.1▲)
MixFormer-BT Proposed 70.3(2.4▲) 80.5(2.9▲) 52.5(1.6▲) 63.5(1.9▲) 82.8(2.0▲) 87.9(2.3▲) 70.3 (2.7▲) 85.5(3.3▲) 74.8(5.0▲) 85.0(6.1▲) 72.6(6.9▲)
OSTrack No 71.1 81.1 50.9 58.1 83.9 88.5 68.7 83.6 73.7 83.2 70.8
OSTrack-BT Proposed 73.3(2.2▲) 83.7(2.6▲) 53.3(2.4▲) 60.6(2.5▲) 85.0(1.1▲) 89.7(1.2▲) 70.4(1.7▲) 86.3(2.7▲) 75.9(2.2▲) 86.9(3.7▲) 73.3(2.5▲)

Efficient backward tracking
Range & step-size of backward track Every 𝑁-th frames,
our algorithm checks whether to update the template or not.
If BackTrack decides to accept the new template for the range
[𝜏𝑠, 𝜏𝑒], the range for the next BackTrack will be from 𝜏𝑒
to 𝜏𝑒 + 𝑁 . Therefore, the previous frames before the current
𝑡 = 𝜏𝑒 need not to be considered for computational simplicity.

On the other hand, when BackTrack rejects the candidates
template for the range [𝜏𝑠, 𝜏𝑒], the range for the next Back-
Track cycle will be from 𝜏𝑠 to 𝜏𝑒 + 𝑁 which has the length
of 2𝑁 . To maintain the number of frames tracked in back-
ward regardless of the number of rejections, the step-size
𝑘𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 should be increased (e.g.𝑘𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 = 2 for 2𝑁) when the
rejection occurs. If we set the range and the step-size of the
BackTrack as [𝜏𝑠:𝜏𝑠 + 𝑁𝑘𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝 : 𝑘𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝], then the number of
frames tracked backward in BackTrack is kept as 𝑁 . As a
result, the inference time for BackTrack remains constant.

Early rejection & termination If the candidate has the res-
olution less than the input size of the template, BackTrack re-
jects it without any computation of backward tracking (refer
to the supplementary material for the qualitative reasoning)
because the candidate template is already blurred. The back-
ward tracking stops whenever the backward tracklet does not
follow the forward tracklet. Further tracking backward until it
reaches the first frame of the forward tracklet is not necessary.

Backward track with small tracker Here, we demonstrate
BackTrack with the small tracker with much lighter computa-
tions. The purpose of the backward track is the confirmation
of whether template-update is beneficial or not. Thus, it is
not necessary to find the accurate bounding box of the target.
It is sufficient to locate the target vaguely by distinguishing
the distractors. For this purpose, the computationally smaller
tracker f𝑠𝜽 is utilized for backward tracking, for improved
computational efficiency for real-time tracking.

Experiments
Experiment details
The proposed model is evaluated on the following VOT bench-
marks: LaSOT, LaSOT𝑒𝑥𝑡 (Fan et al. 2021), TrackingNet,
OTB-100 (Wu, Lim, and Yang 2015), and GOT-10k. The
experiments are run on the following platform with Intel(R)
Xeon(R) Gold 6142 CPU and NVIDIA A100 GPU.

Base trackers
BackTrack is a generic algorithm to boost up the performance
of base tracker. To investigate the effects of the proposed al-
gorithm, we applied BackTrack to the recently proposed deep
trackers; STARK (STARK-R50), MixFormer (MixFormer-
Base-22k), and OSTrack (OSTrack-384). The trackers are
implemented in Python using PyTorch.

Template updates
STARK and MixFormer have their own template update
mechanism using the confidence head. For these deep trackers,
we set the base models as ones without the online template
update module; STARK-S and MixFormer (w/o template
update). Then we applied BackTrack to the base models:
STARK-BT and MixFormer-BT. To verify the effectiveness
of our BackTrack , we compared the performances of the
base models with BackTrack with the performance of the
model with their own template update modules; STARK-
ST and the original MixFormer. These trackers checks for
template updates at every 200-th frames (𝑁=200), whereas
BackTrack works more frequently (𝑁=10 or 15). As these
trackers have dual template option, BackTrack do not need
any additional weights or fine-tuning process

On the other hand, OSTrack did not utilize the dual template
for the template update. Therefore, we redesigned this tracker
with a simple modification of introducing another online
template with its own positional encoding. We then fine-
tuned the tracker with the pre-trained weights for 20 epochs
with the identical training procedure of each trackers (Lin
et al. 2021; Ye et al. 2022). This modification allows us to
use BackTrack to update the online template of OSTrack-BT.

Performance gain by BackTrack
Table. 1 shows the performance of the various SOTA trackers
on LaSOT, LaSOT𝑒𝑥𝑡 , TrackingNet, OTB-100, and GOT-10k.
As shown in the results of LaSOT, the proposed method
(+BT) improved all performances of the base trackers by
approximately 2.0-2.6% in AUC and 2.6-2.9% in 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚

(normalized precision). Compared to STARK-ST & Mix-
Former which utilize the confidence head for the period of 𝑁
frames, the proposed backward tracking improved the perfor-
mance with significantly larger gain compared to the original
template update methods. We observe similar performance
gains with LaSOT, TrackingNet, OTB-100 and GOT-10k.



Figure 5: Qualitative comparison between the proposed method and the other SOTA trackers at LaSOT (Top:‘Coin-6’,
Middle:‘Bird-15’, and Bottom:‘Chameleon-20’). Other template update algorithms fails to distinguish between target&distractors
or to draw accurate bounding boxes because their update module cannot reject the unsuitable template (e.g. distractor and/or
occluded target) while BackTrack helps each tracker updates appropriate template and timing.

Although the performance improvement from the proposed
algorithm with MixFormer is relatively less in TrackingNet,
BackTrack shows robust and consistent improvements. The
superior performance improvement caused by BackTrack is
shown through not only the AUC & 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 but also the overlap
precision & distance precision plots in the Supplementary ma-
terial. Applying our template update method to OSTrack384
achieved 73.3 AUC and 83.7 normalized precision which
are the state-of-the-art scores on LaSOT. Specifically, with
combination of BackTrack and the base trackers, we achieved
state-of-the-art performance on three tracking benchmarks;
LaSOT (OSTrack-BT AUC 73.3%), TrackingNet (OSTrack-
BT AUC 85.0%), and GOT-10k (OSTrack-BT AO 75.9%,
one-shot setting).

BackTrack on GOT-10k
The evaluation on GOT-10k is done using a unique protocol
called One-shot protocol (Huang, Zhao, and Huang 2019)
which differs from the evaluation protocol on other tracking
datasets. While LaSOT and TrackingNet have completely
overlapping set of classes between training and test set, in
GOT-10k, there is no overlap between the set of classes in the
training and test sets. This is done to avoid evaluation bias
towards familiar object classes to put more emphasis on the
generalization performance of the tracker (Huang, Zhao, and
Huang 2019).

STARK-ST and MixFormer with their confidence head
achieve less than 1.0% AO improvements (Table. 1 GOT-10k),
on the targets from the unseen classes with the One-shot pro-
tocol. Their confidence head outputs the score for the update
by comparing the initial template z0 and candidate templates
z∗ which is not in the classes that are seen by the network. It
is much more difficult to output reliable confidence scores

on them. On the other hand, the proposed method calculates
the confidence score based on the IOU metric between for-
ward and backward tracklet which is quantitative and less
dependent on the class of the target, thus is less affected by
whether the target is from the seen classes or not. Therefore,
BackTrack shows significantly larger improvements when
evaluating with One-shot protocol.

Representative results
The qualitative examples for comparison with baseline tem-
plate update methods are presented in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5 (top), the
target underwent the hard occlusion, and the template update
should have been rejected during that time. After the occlu-
sion, STARK-ST(pink) and MixFormer(dark green) failed to
recover to the target because the template was replaced by
the distractor on the right of the target during the occlusion.
These types of false positive updates occurred often with the
previous approaches because the target and distractor appear
similar. In Fig. 5 (middle, ‘Bird-15’), STARK-ST(pink) and
MixFormer(dark green) confuse the target and distractors
because the appearance of the target changes too fast. By
contrast, STARK-BT(blue) and MixFormer-BT(grey) stuck to
the target since more frequent template update also improves
the ability to distinguish between the target and distractors,
especially with such a rapid change in the target appearance.
Additionally, more frequent update of the template draws
more accurate bounding box predictions when the distractors
occlude the target (Fig. 5, bottom, ‘Chameleon-20’).

Efficient backward tracking
Early rejection & termination Without early rejection or
early termination, OSTrack384-BTruns at 29.0 FPS, which is
less than real-time speed, 30 FPS. As shown in Table. 2, early



rejection reduces 14.0% of computations from the backward
track with no performance degeneration, which enhances
the speed to 35.3 FPS. Because the low resolution template
is the low quality candidate, it will be certainly rejected
at the end, it does not affect the overall performance. The
early termination also saves 27.9 % of the computation from
BackTrack after the early rejection. Therefore, using both
techniques, we reduces 38.0% of the overall computations,
and the speed is accelerated from 29.0 FPS to 39.2 FPS.

Table 2: Ablation study of early rejection and early termination
for BackTrack. The experiments are performed on LaSOT
with OSTrack384. The number between parenthesis represent
the improvement of FPS compared to BackTrack w/o early
rejection & termination.

Model Early rejection Early termination FPS AUC
OSTrack 64.9 71.1

OSTrack-BT 29.0 73.3
OSTrack-BT ✓ 35.3(6.3▲) 73.3
OSTrack-BT ✓ ✓ 39.2(9.8▲) 73.3

BackTrack by smaller tracker For backward tracking
with BackTrack, a high-performance tracker is not necessary
(Table. 3), since a small and cost-efficient tracker can decide
whether the given template is good or bad, as long as it can
distinguish the distractor from the target. The BackTrack64 has
only 3% computational overhead on top of the computational
cost for the base tracker, and thus we can still perform real-
time tracking with OST384-BT64 (36.2 FPS). Here, the
early termination and the early rejection are not applied. The
inference speed is tested including the time for data loading
and pre-processing.

Table 3: Comparison results of efficient BackTrack models
on LaSOT. The baseline model is OSTrack384 (Forward).
Its variants with different input resolution are utilized as
the backward tracking models (Backward). MACs show the
computational cost per frame of the trackers.

Forward Backward AUC 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 MACs FPS
OST384 – 71.1 81.1 60.6 G 64.9
OST384 OST64 72.9(1.8▲) 83.2(2.1▲) 62.5 G 36.2
OST384 OST128 73.3(2.2▲) 83.5(2.4▲) 67.4 G 35.4
OST384 OST384 73.3(2.2▲) 83.7(2.6▲) 98.2 G 29.0

Effect of template update frequency
As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed method shows a stable
improvement in performance regardless of 𝑁 (the cycle of
template update) while more frequent updates of template by
the previous works (Yan et al. 2021a; Cui et al. 2022) reduced
the performance of the tracker. STARK and MixFormer suffer
from a large number of false positive template updates. Here,
false positive of the template update means that the confidence
module allows to update with a suboptimal template which
degrades the performance of the tracker in the subsequent
frames. Therefore, the template update should not be used
more frequently. Due to such lack of robustness, STARK
and MixFormer update the template with a long period
(e.g. 𝑁 = 200 frames). Further, their performance varies

significantly for the hyperparameter 𝑁 and sometimes show
performance degradation with a suboptimal 𝑁 . However,
BackTrack shows consistent improvements in AUC over the
base tracker regardless of 𝑁 . These results strongly support
the robustness of BackTrack which is a crucial factor for the
template update method.

Ablation studies for update condition
Table. 4 shows the results of the ablation study for the template
update. We chose the combination of the IOU of the 𝜏𝑠-th
frame and the number of frames which has larger IOU than
the threshold by experiments because these two metrics show
complementary results.

Table 4: Ablation study of template update condition for
BackTrack.

Model Update condition AUC 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚

OSTrack Baseline 71.1 81.1
OSTrack-BT Eq. 3 72.0(0.9▲) 81.9(0.8▲)
OSTrack-BT Eq. 4 72.8(1.7▲) 82.7(1.6▲)
OSTrack-BT Eq. 3 & Eq. 4 73.3(2.2▲) 83.7(2.6▲)

In Table. 4, condition A measures the robustness of tracker.
If the backward and forward tracklet have larger discrepancy
than M𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 , then template update is rejected by condition A.
And condition B determines whether the backward tracklet
accurately matches the target object. With combination of the
condition A and B, BackTrack achieves significant improve-
ment, since it reduces the update of false positive templates,
and the template is updated when the backward tracklet and
the forward tracklet exactly match.

Evaluation on VOT2022 challenge
BackTrack scores on par with the best-ranking in Unsu-
pervised reference scores at the short-term bounding box
regression track of VOT2022 challenge (Kristan et al. 2023).
Unsupervised scores is a usual evaluation setting of the VOT
benchmarks which is an evaluation without a short-term fail-
ure recovery. Short-term failure recovery uses the ground
truth information in the test when it fails several frames. For
more details about the architecture of the tracker, the chal-
lenge results and the concept of short-term failure recovery,
please refer to the supplementary material.

Conclusion
We proposed a novel backtracking method to enhance the
robustness of template updates in a tracker. Specifically, for
each candidate template, we use it as an initial template and
track the input frames backward, and compute the similarity
between the forward and backward tracklets to determine
whether it could serve as a reliable template for tracking.
The proposed method is generally applicable to enhance the
performance of any off-the-shelf deep trackers as an add-on
module, with negligible computational overhead over the
original tracker due to the use of a lightweight backward
tracker. We showed that combining our method with existing
trackers yields state-of-the-art performance on multiple track-
ing benchmarks, and that it allows to robustly track targets at
the presence of difficult occluders.
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Supplementary materials
Success and normalized precision on LaSOT
Fig. 6 shows the evaluation results of the performance of the
proposed method, BackTrack. We applied the propewosed
method to the existing SOTA trackers (Ye et al. 2022; Cui
et al. 2022; Yan et al. 2021a) and conducted experiments
on LaSOT (Fan et al. 2019), a representative long-term
tracking dataset. When the proposed method was applied to
OSTrack (Ye et al. 2022), the score of success and normalized
precision (𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚) increased 2.2% and 2.7%, respectively. On
the other hand, MixFormer (Cui et al. 2022) and STARK (Yan
et al. 2021a) have their own template update method. In the
case of MixFormer, when our method (MixFormer-BT) re-
placed with existing template update (MixFormer), success
and 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 improved 0.8% and 0.9%, respectively. And
compared to the base tracker without template update, Mix-
Former(w/o TU) in Fig. 6, success and 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 improved 2.3%
and 2.7%, respectively. Similarly, STARK-BT improved 1.7%
in success and 2.3% in 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 when replacing the existing
template update (STARK-ST) with BackTrack, and improved
2.2% in success and 3.1% in 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚 compared to the base
tracker (STARK-S).

BackTrack on VOT2022 challenge
Details of the tracker We modified STARK (Yan et al.
2021a) as the base model for this dataset. The backbone
network is replaced by Swin Transformer-Large (Liu et al.
2021) and we applied BackTrack for robust and precise
template update. BackTrack try to update the template more
frequently (𝑁=7) compared to the original STARK-ST (Yan
et al. 2021a). Additionally, Alpha-Refine (Yan et al. 2021b)
is applied for each of the bounding box output to improve the
box estimation quality of the tracker.

This tracker with BackTrack scores on par with the best-
ranking in Unsupervised reference scores at the short-term
bounding box regression track of VOT2022 challenge (Kristan
et al. 2023). Unsupervised scores is a evaluation of tracker
without short-term failure recovery.

Unsupervised reference scores For the short-term track of
VOT2022 (Kristan et al. 2023), the evaluation criterion fo-
cuses more on how accurately the tracker locates the bounding
box well. Therefore, if a tracker miss the target several frames,
the tracker is re-initialize with the ground truth information
and restarts the tracking with new initialized position.

It means that the short-term failure recovery not only
accesses the bounding box ground truth for re-initialization
but also continuously accesses the ground truth bounding
box for every frame to check whether the tracker misses the
target or not. This is an unusual evaluation setting for real
world application because we cannot access the ground truth
information for the real world uses.

Therefore, Unsupervised scores which were evaluated with-
out the short-term failure recovery is more usual evaluation
setting for trackers and same as the evaluation protocol of
the other object tracking benchmarks (Fan et al. 2019; Muller
et al. 2018; Huang, Zhao, and Huang 2019). And our tracker
with BackTrack scores on par with the best-ranking in those
Unsupervised reference scores.
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Figure 6: Plots of success and normalized precision for the
proposed methods and various SOTA trackers on LaSOT. The
curves of the tracker with BackTrack (lined) are above each
curves from the base model without template update (dotted)
and the base model with their own template update method
(dashed).

The results of VOT-STb2022 track are shown in Table. 5.
Please, refer (Kristan et al. 2023) for more details of the other
trackers.
Table 5: Results of VOT2022 for Short-Term bounding box
track

VOT-STb2022 Unsupervised Baseline
Tracker AUC EAO accuracy robustness

Proposed 0.735 0.569 0.775 0.862
APMT RT 0.721 0.581 0.787 0.877

DAMT 0.716 0.602 0.776 0.887
MixFormerL 0.708 0.602 0.831 0.859
OSTrackSTB 0.680 0.591 0.790 0.869

Hit ratio of Backward tracking
The proposed method shows 65.5% of average hit ratio on
LaSOT (𝑁=15, 𝜎𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠=0.9) which means BackTrack tries a
hundred times of template updates and accepts the candidate
65 times (i.e. rejects 35 times) in average. Fig. 7 shows the



hit ratio of OSTrackBT on LaSOT. BackTrack continuously
updated its template in more than the 80 sequences of LaSOT
and about the 20 videos were updated less than 10% of their
tries of template updates.
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Figure 7: Histogram for hit ratio of OSTrack-BT on LaSOT.
The test set of LaSOT has a total of 280 videos.

Hyper-parameters of BackTrack
There are two hyper-parameters for BackTrack(𝑁 ,𝜎𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠);
𝑁 is the number of frame to performs backward tracking
and 𝜎𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 is the threshold of IOU between the first for-
ward frame and last backward frame. OSTrack-BT shows
the best performance with (15,0.9). 𝜎𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠=0.9 means the
template is updated only if the two boxes overlap almost ex-
actly. STARK-BT shows the best performances with (20,0.9)
on LaSOT and GOT-10k (Huang, Zhao, and Huang 2019),
(10,0.9) for LaSOT𝑒𝑥𝑡 (Fan et al. 2021) and (20,0.7) for
TrackingNet (Muller et al. 2018).

Table 6: Performance improvements (AUC %) of OSTrack
using BackTrack with the combination of hyper-parameters
(𝑁 and 𝜎𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠). The AUC of the baseline is 71.1%.

𝜎𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠

𝑁 5 10 15 20 25 30

0.7 0.0 1.0 0.7 1.1 0.5 0.8
0.8 1.0 1.9 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.9
0.9 1.0 1.7 2.2 1.5 1.4 1.7

As shown in Table. 6, BackTrack consistently improves
the performance of the base tracker regardless of hyper-
parameters, 𝑁 or 𝜎𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠 . BackTrack has some variations on
scores of improvement from 0.5% to 2.2%. However, the
proposed method shows robustness independent of hyper-
parameters, while the performances of the other template
update methods (Yan et al. 2021a; Cui et al. 2022) were
degraded according to the choice of the hyper-parameter 𝑁 .

Meaning of 𝑁 and 𝜎𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠

As shown in Fig.1 of the main paper, more frequent up-
dates boosts more performance of the tracker only if there
is less false positive case. However, BackTrack shows less
improvement when it uses too short updates cycle such as
𝑁=5 compared to 𝑁=10 or 𝑁=15 cases because BackTrack is
getting more robust and accurate when it has enough length
of tracklets to compare each other. Therefore, the trade off be-
tween the improvement by the frequent updates and robustness
of the template update decision.

Inference speed of BackTrack

Model MACs FPS FPS*
Base model 60.6 G 64.9 94.1
+BackTrack384 121.2 G 29.0 47.0
+BackTrack128 67.4 G 35.4 66.6
+BackTrack64 62.5 G 36.2 69.4

Table 7: Average computational costs per frame (MACs) and
the inference speeds (FPS & FPS*) of the trackers on LaSOT
without the early termination and the early rejection. The
base model is OSTrack384. FPS (frames per second) is the
inference speed of the tracker including pre-processing time
and FPS* represents the speed for only model inference.

MACs of the backward tracker (BackTrack64 & Back-
Track128) significantly were reduced to 3% & 11% of Back-
Track384, respectively. However, the average FPS between
the base model and BackTrack64 show a big difference even
if their MACs are similar as shown in Table.7. This is be-
cause we compute the inference speed of BackTrack from
the inference time, including a series of input image crops
and pre-possessing for Backward tracking. (FPS in Table. 7).
Calculating the speed excluding the time required for data
crop and pre-processing (FPS* in Table. 7) is as follows;
47.0 for BackTrack384, 66.6 for BackTrack128, and 69.4 for
BackTrack64. In the main paper, for the fair comparison, we
published the average FPS calculated from the time which
includes whole time for image crops and pre-processing.

Combination of BackTrack and the original
confidence head

We examined the possibility of combination of BackTrack and
the original template update method (confidence head) of
MixFormer. When both the original template update rule
of MixFormer and BackTrack are applied simultaneously,
there was 0.2% of AUC gain on LaSOT compared to Back-
Track only case. However, on LaSOT𝑒𝑥𝑡 , AUC decreased by
1.0% under the combined update rule compared to the AUC of
BackTrack only. We conclude that there is no feasible synergy
between the original confidence head and BackTrack because
the original MixFormer does not provide robust and effective
template update rule.



Method Template
update

LaSOT
AUC 𝑃𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚

OSTrack No 70.30 80.62
OSTrack-BT(KCF) Proposed 71.32(1.02▲) 81.31(0.69▲)

Table 8: Performance improvement by BackTrack with KCF
on LaSOT. The numbers between parenthesis represent the
performance improvement over each base tracker.

Hybrid Backward tracking with non-deep learning
based tracker
BackTrack is generally applicable on any type of tracker.
Since the quantitative metric of the proposed method is
based on the IOU comparison, any type of tracker can be
used as a backward tracker. Kernelized Correlation Filter
(KCF) (Henriques et al. 2014) is not a deep learning based
tracker. Here, we applied KCF as backward tracker on the
deep learning based tracker (OSTrack). The performance of
KCF is far from the SOTA performance especially on the the
standard benchmarks for recent VOT studies such as LaSOT,
TrackingNet, etc. However, OSTrack-BT(KCF) improves the
performance 1.02 % in AUC and 0.69 % in norm precision
as shown in Table.8. While KCF shows inferior performance
compared to the recent deep trackers, the template update by
the proposed method robustly improves the forward tracker
with the proposed algorithm.



Python code
Here, we present the code of BackTrack for the reproducibility of the proposed method. BackTrack is able to be implemented
with the simple modification of the original deep tracker as followings.
1 from math i m p o r t f l o o r
2 c l a s s MyTracke r wi th BackTrack :
3 # X: RGB image , B : bounding box
4 d e f i n i t ( s e l f ) :
5 s e l f . model = MyTracker ( ) # T r a c k e r
6 s e l f .N = 15 # P e r i o d o f c h e c k i n g t e m p l a t e u p d a t e
7 s e l f . s i g m a t h r e s = 0 . 9 # T h r e s h o l d f o r Backward t r a c k i n g m e t r i c
8

9 d e f i n i t i a l i z e ( s e l f , X0 , B0 ) :
10 Z0 = Crop ( X0 , B0 ) # Crop t e m p l a t e Z0 from t h e image X u s i n g t h e

bounding box B
11 s e l f . Z = [ Z0 , Z0 ] # Dual t e m p l a t e s . S i m p l e l y i n i t i a l i z e d as t h e same

t e m p l a t e Z0
12 s e l f . f r a m e i d x = 0 # Index of c u r r e n t f rame
13 s e l f . k s t e p = 1 # Sampl ing s t e p f o r Backward t r a c k i n g
14 s e l f . t s t a r t = 0 # Backward t r a c k i n g r u n s u n t i l i t r e a c h e s t s t a r t
15 s e l f . M t h r e s = f l o o r ( s e l f .N∗ s e l f . s i g m a t h r e s )
16 s e l f . min sz Z = 64∗∗2 # Minimum s i z e ( a r e a ) o f t e m p l a t e f o r e a r l y r e j e c t i o n
17 s e l f . X l i s t = [ X0 ] # S t o r e images f o r Backward t r a c k i n g as l i s t
18 s e l f . B l i s t = [ B0 ] # S t o r e bounding boxes f o r Backward t r a c k i n g as l i s t
19

20 d e f t r a c k ( s e l f , X) :
21 s e l f . f r a m e i d x +=1
22 # Track t h e t a r g e t i n c u r r e n t image X u s i n g t h e t e m p l a t e s s t o r e d
23 B pred = s e l f . model (X, s e l f . Z )
24 s e l f . X l i s t . append (X)
25 s e l f . B l i s t . append ( B pred )
26 # Backward t r a c k i n g goes h e r e
27 e a r l y r e j e c t = ( B pred . wid th ∗ B pred . h e i g h t < s e l f . min sz Z ) # t e m p l a t e i s t o o

s m a l l
28 i f ( s e l f . f r a m e i d x % s e l f .N) == 0 and ( n o t t a g e a r l y r e j e c t ) :
29 # E x t r a c t e d from c u r r e n t X u s i n g t h e p r e d i c t e d bounding box
30 Z c a n d i = Crop (X, B pred )
31 M, Sigma0 = s e l f . b a c k t r a c k ( Z c a n d i )
32 i f (M > s e l f . M t h r e s ) and ( Sigma0 > s e l f . s i g m a t h r e s ) :
33 # Do t e m p l a t e u p d a t e
34 s e l f . Z [ 1 ] = Z c a n d i
35 s e l f . t s t a r t = s e l f . f r a m e i d x
36 s e l f . k s t e p = 1
37 e l s e :
38 # Decide n o t t o u p d a t e t h e t e m p l a t e , i n c r e a s e t h e s a m p l i ng r a t e
39 s e l f . k s t e p +=1
40 r e t u r n B pred
41

42 d e f b a c k t r a c k ( s e l f , Z c a n d i ) :
43 # Sampled t h e l i s t o f X and B wi th a r a t e o f k s t e p from t s t a r t t o c u r r e n t
44 X l i s t = s e l f . X l i s t [ s e l f . t s t a r t : s e l f . k s t e p : ]
45 B l i s t = s e l f . B l i s t [ s e l f . t s t a r t : s e l f . k s t e p : ]
46

47 M = 0 # Number o f f r a me s which has enough o v e r l a p between fwd & bwd t r a c k
48 t = l e n ( X l i s t )
49 w h i l e t >=0:
50 t −=1 # N e g a t i v e means backward
51 # Backward t r a c k i n g u s i n g on ly c a n d i d a t e t e m p l a t e w i t h o u t Z0 t e m p l a t e
52 B bwd = s e l f . model ( X l i s t [ t ] , Z c a n d i )
53 i f IOU ( B bwd , B l i s t [ t ] ) >0 .5 :
54 M+=1 # Enough IOU between fwd & bwd t r a c k
55 e l s e :
56 r e t u r n M, 0 . # E a r l y T e m i n a t i o n
57 Sigma0 = IOU ( B bwd , B l i s t [ 0 ] ) # Here , IOU of t s t a r t −t h f rame
58 r e t u r n M, Sigma0

Source Code 1: Backward Track source code. The proposed algorithm can be easily added to existing deep trackers by simply
editing the code. The definitions of some functions(‘MyTracker’, ‘Crop’, etc) are omitted for the simplicity of the code.



1 d e f main ( ) :
2 MyTrackBT = MyTracke r wi th BackTrack ( )
3 # X0 : RGB image of f i r s t f rame f o r i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
4 # B0 : Bounding box of f i r s t f rame f o r i n i t i a l i z a t i o n
5 # X l i s t : Sequence o f RGB images f o r t r a c k i n g
6 MyTrackBT . i n i t i a l i z e ( X0 , B0 )
7 B l i s t = [ ] # p r e d i c t i o n o f bounding boxes
8 f o r X t i n X l i s t :
9 B pred = MyTrackBT . t r a c k ( X t )

10 B l i s t . append ( B pred )
11 r e t u r n B l i s t

Source Code 2: Main code for running the tracker with BackTrack.


